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THE INSTITUTION  UNIVERSITY OF THE FRASER VALLEY 

Situated on S’olh Téméxw, the traditional lands of the Stó:lo, The University of the Fraser 

Valley (UFV) is a dynamic and innovative university committed to its mission of engaging learners, transforming 

lives, and building community.  

A student-centred institution that is also a committed partner in the Fraser Valley’s social, cultural, economic 

and environmentally sustainable development, UFV’s reach extends beyond the boundaries of its four Fraser 

Valley campuses, providing students with experiential learning possibilities locally and beyond. With a thriving 

international education department that offers multiple study abroad and exchange opportunities, UFV also 

offers courses in Chandigarh through partnership with Fraser Valley India. As a result of the abundant opportu-

nities for practical experience, community-engaged research, problem-solving, and creative work, students are 

educated as local and global citizens with career-ready skills.  

The University offers more than 100 programs, including three master’s degrees, 17 bachelor’s degrees with 

majors, minors, and extended minors in more than 35 subject areas, four graduate certificates, and more than 

a dozen trades and technology programs, as well as access and upgrading pathways to higher education.    

Offering unparalleled and accessible student undergraduate research assistantship positions, as well as many 

opportunities related to student leadership and engagement, UFV’s strong emphasis on undergraduate learn-

ing and teaching and small class sizes provide a supportive and enriching atmosphere for interactive learning. 

As one of BC’s top employers for five years in a row, UFV is in an ideal location in the beautiful and vibrant  

Fraser Valley, one of the most diverse and fastest-growing communities in British Columbia, and close to the 

cosmopolitan city of Vancouver.  With a deep commitment to its core values of integrity, inclusivity, communi-

ty, and excellence, UFV has launched a new Integrated Strategic Plan in 2021 and Strategic Enrollment       

Management Plan in 2022 that will focus on the three goals of developing inclusive learning environments for 

everyone; providing opportunities for people to discover,  develop and share their gifts; and partnering in   

pursuits that enrich the lives of all people on our campuses, our local communities, and beyond.  

To learn more, please visit the University of the Fraser Valley’s website. 

https://www.ufv.ca/strategic-planning/
https://www.ufv.ca/media/assets/strategic-planning/UFV2022_SEMPlanReport-P4b.pdf
https://www.ufv.ca/media/assets/strategic-planning/UFV2022_SEMPlanReport-P4b.pdf
https://www.ufv.ca/
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THE OPPORTUNITY DEAN, FACULTY OF HEALTH SCIENCES 

Reporting to the Provost and VP, Academic, the Dean, Faculty of Health Sciences (“Dean”) serves as an         

academic leader who provides strategic leadership at the university-wide level and to programs within the 

Schools of Kinesiology and Health Studies housed in the Faculty.  The Dean builds on UFV’s commitment to  

interdisciplinarity and inter-departmental and cross-faculty collaboration, and to connecting the University with 

the community, learning with doing, and research with teaching. 

With the increasing centrality and importance of healthcare in our society, this is an outstanding opportunity 

for a progressive leader to take a high performing faculty to the next level.  With an engaged group of faculty 

and staff who are deeply connected to an array of Lower Mainland health professions, there are numerous 

possibilities for a new Dean to collaboratively lead program growth, expand research activity, and build culture, 

ensuring UFV’s commitment to Indigenization, equity, diversity, and inclusion, and internationalization is reflect-

ed across the Faculty; they should continue to de-silo the Faculty’s areas in search of further interdisciplinary 

opportunities. The Dean should forge strong relationships with UFV’s many industry and community partners, 

other post-secondary institutions, and funders and regulatory bodies. 

Key Responsibilities 

Leadership 

• Provide strong academic leadership and strategic direction for the Faculty and for its activities with  

community partners and regional campus sites, 

• Lead the continuing evolution of the Faculty of Health Sciences, and 

• Direct the development of programs and oversee their management, including appropriate accreditation/

program review processes. 
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Environment 

• Foster an environment that promotes innovation in high quality learning, teaching, scholarship and  

services, 

• Recruit, retain, motivate, and support faculty, and foster a climate and culture that stimulates all to 

achieve the highest standards in both teaching and scholarship, community service, and professional  

education, 

• Develop a sound strategy for retaining students and improving student academic success, and 

• Foster a collegial work environment for all faculty and staff. 

Liaison 

• Collaborate with other Deans and administrators in managing operational and strategic issues within the 

University, and 

• Build and maintain effective relationships with community and professional organizations, donors and 

other fundraising bodies, and work in collaboration with provincial and national organizations. 

Budget Management  

• Strive to enhance the faculty’s financial position through effective budget management, entrepreneurial 

activity, and partnership development. 
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THE PERSON 

The successful Dean candidate should be a visionary leader who can enable a bold direction aligned with UFV’s 

strategic direction, and they should possess the collaborative skills and disposition to make it happen.  Well  

experienced with the complexities of the post-secondary landscape and possessing an inclusive leadership style, 

the Dean should have a “can-do” attitude and live with a sense of respect, inclusivity, and integrity that aligns 

with UFV’s vision, mission, and values. The Dean should possess sufficient business acumen and administrative 

expertise to assist guide colleagues through challenging initiatives. 

Professional and Personal Qualifications 

• Solid reputation as an educator as well as experience in a senior leadership role, 

• A strong record of teaching, scholarship, and service, with a PhD. in a relevant health sciences discipline, 

• Experience in administration, preferably at the associate dean or chair level, 

• Proven ability to manage within a complex environment with a variety of discipline groups and a tradition 

of collegial governance and collective agreements, 

• Deep knowledge of and belief in the values of the scientific method and evidence-based practice,  

• Demonstrated success in recognizing expertise in others and delegating accordingly, 

• Evidence of strong interpersonal skills and ability to foster a positive and supportive work environment, 

• Demonstrated success in fostering innovation; ability to lead within a Faculty and an evolving university, 

• Demonstrated ability to foster and facilitate research and scholarship in a dynamic Faculty, 

• Superior problem-solving, decision-making and communication skills, 

• Sensitivity for issues of equity and a desire to work collaboratively with individuals in a highly diverse 

population, and 

• Ability to develop productive relationships with community and professional organizations. 
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Behavioural Characteristics 

Visionary & Strategic Leadership 

• Develops collective bargaining strategies to achieve the strategic objectives, 

• A proven leader of people who is able to articulate a clear leading edge vision and engage others in  

shaping and realizing the vision, 

• An open-minded, strategic and out-of-the-box thinker, 

• An inspiring, supportive leader who encourages others to be innovative and take risks congruent with the 

articulated strategic direction of the university, 

• Action orientated and an effective change-agent, who displays consistency, persistence, and energy in  

accomplishing the vision, 

• A “big picture” thinker who works within a collegial, consultative, and collaborative framework, 

• Committed to enabling others and creating an environment where others feel inspired to pursue  

excellence and contribution, 

• Seeks internal and external partnerships, 

• Creates open dialogue and the sharing of ideas, 

• Listens and considers the input of others, 

• Is flexible and adaptable, but assertive when required, 

• Empowers staff while providing guidance and direction – is accountable and hold others accountable, and 

• Builds on the strength of others – encourages growth and development. 
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Building Teams 

• Understands & appreciates the effectiveness of working with people internal and external to the university, 

• Recruits, mentors, supports and evaluates faculty and staff for ongoing improvement, 

• Promotes cohesion and teamwork in seeking solutions to move toward the future, 

• Supports colleagues and shares knowledge and time; willing to learn from others and to balance priorities, 

• Able to develop and implement processes to build teams, and 

• Facilitates a collaborative, cooperative, and supportive environment where individual excellence can thrive 

while contributing towards the collective success of the UFV community. 

Excellent Interpersonal Skills 

• An honest, open, and sincere communicator, 

• Well-developed written communication skills, 

• Able to express thoughts clearly and consistently, and able to communicate in non-technical terms, 

• Understands the impact of operational division culture on communication, and 

• Has a professional approach in all communications. 

Integrity & Human Values 

• Possesses impeccable integrity and ethics, 

• Is respectful of others, 

• Is honest, sincere, dependable, authentic, and trustworthy, 

• Is committed to the university’s values and acts as a role model,  

• Displays stamina and energy, and 

• Is committed to personal growth and development for self and others. 



UFV welcomes those who have demonstrated a commitment to upholding the values of justice, equity, diversity, 

and inclusion, and will assist the institution to expand its capacity for diversity.  UFV encourages applications from 

equity seeking groups; these include women, persons with diverse gender expressions, persons of all sexual       

orientations, racialized persons, persons with disabilities, and First Nations, Métis, and Inuit persons.  However, all 

qualified people are encouraged to apply.  

COMPENSATION 

A competitive compensation package will be provided including an attractive base salary and excellent benefits.  

Further details will be discussed in a personal interview.  

 

FOR INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT: 

Nick Lay or Tony Kirschner 

LEADERS INTERNATIONAL 

#880—609 Granville Street 

Vancouver, BC  V7Y 1G5 

Phone: (604) 688-8422 or Email: vancouver@leadersinternational.com 

mailto:vancouver@leadersinternational.com

